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Draping - Just Panels  Draping - Door frames                Modern Draping 

               

Individual panels of fabric may       Door frame draping is great       Single panel with one piece  

be attached. This works well in      for making an entrance or          of fabric and gold rings. Can  

beams or rafters.                            covering up less than attract-     be hung individually or in  

                                                       ive features. Up to 15 feet.         front of pipe and drape. 

Draping - Pipe & Drape or Backdrop 

                           

Pipe and drape is fabric hung from a pole system. It is often used to hide equipment or other 

items a host doesn’t want their guests to see. Our pipe and drape ranges from 6 feet to 15 feet 

with the lengths being almost endless. Backdrops are pipe and drape with embellishments. 

They are often used behind head tables or to create a focal point at ceremonies. We can install 

back drops from one to three panels, covering eight to thirty six feet. We use sheers for our pipe 

and drape and currently have ivory in stock. Colored drape can be ordered upon request. 
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Draping - Canopy 

   

The canopy is consists of 4 bases and typically 16 – 20 panels of fabric. Our canopies range in 

height from ten to fifteen feet. The creative possibilities with a canopy are endless. 

Draping - Ceiling Draping Starburst      Draping – Ceiling Swoop Style 

         

The Starburst can range from 4 panels to      Swoops can range from 20 to 40 feet and 

8 panels. We currently have an 8 panel in     are 10 feet wide. Ivory currently in stock. 

ivory in stock.  Colored panels can be            Colored panels can be ordered upon 

ordered upon request          request. 

Pricing for Draping 

Pricing for all draping is based on total amount of fabric used, type of fabric, supplies and 

materials required (poles, bases, hardware), embellishments such as ties, fabric flowers and 

brooches, labor including whether a ladder or special equipment is needed, delivery, setup and 

takedown.  

Pricing for draping begins at $500 with a 50% retainer required to hold the event or wedding 

date. 

 


